
Our mission to offer exceptional public sector space solutions has been intact 
for decades. Fire Departments can count on HON to provide high-quality 
solutions, backed by an industry-leading warranty.
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CONTACT INFORMATION:

At the HON Company, we’ve long prided ourselves on designing and crafting supportive seating, durable 
desks, and smart storage for industrious people — truly exceptional products that reflect the kind of 
powerhouse performance and superior precision government professionals personify.



ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES
Public administration and office environments demand a diplomatic balance 
of discreet private spaces and collaborative open areas that offer smart, 
streamlined workflow and customized connection.

Concinnity™ Desk and Ignition® 2.0 Chair 10500 Series™ Desk and Ignition® 2.0 Chairs

Government
OFFICE SOLUTIONS FOR

Fire Stations

 These environments 
deserve solutions 

designed for 
fine-tuned focus, 
comprehensive 

organization, and 
reliable privacy.

hon.com/government



Beyond new practices around decontamination and cleaning of gear, creating 
communal spaces that move firefighters out of the apparatus bay(s) needs 
consideration. The approach to contaminant-free spaces must be prioritized. 

Flock® Seating and Preside® Table Astir™ Lounge, Ruck™ Chairs,  
and Birk™ Tables

BREAK ROOM SPACES
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Your station  
must be deliberate in 

delineating where staff 
and the public are safe 

from contaminants  
and where there is 

higher risk.

Source: McNamara, J. (n.d.). Fire Station Design Trends for Firefighter Wellness.  
Retrieved from https://www.woldae.com/insights/fire-station-design



Decision makers have recognized the need and opportunity to outfit their operations with 
training facilities, also understanding how these facilities can foster collaboration among 
neighboring departments and support recruitment of interested, young candidates.

Preside® Table, Cliq™ Chairs,  
Contain® Lockers and Storage Islands

Motivate® Table, Chairs,  
and Markerboard
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To enable top-notch, 
real-time training, 

more fire departments 
are building training 

facilities into their fire 
departments.

Source: Bergstrom, B & Frank, T. (n.d.). Nine Major Trends Shaping Modern Fire Station Design. Retrieved 
from https://www.sehinc.com/news/nine-major-trends-shaping-modern-fire-station-design


